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Education is the most powerful tool which we can use to change the world.
To quote “What I learn today doesn’t make yesterday wrong, it
makes tomorrow better.”
Every academic year is a significant milestone .oolingThe Annual Day is an
occasion to celebrate, a time to look back with pride and look ahead with
vision. Exploring new horizons, finding new dimensions in growth, we have
continued to do our best in the last academic year.
With respectful regards and prayers at the lotus feet of His Holiness
Jagadguru Sri. Shivarathree Deshikendra Mahaswamiji, it gives me
immense pleasure to portray the achievements and activities of the
school for the academic year 2019-20.I take this platform to
congratulate and thank all the parents, staff members for lending
continuous support and encouragement which plays a vital role in
our Institution’s progressive growth.
We cater to the educational needs of 1613 children from classes KG to X who
come from various sections of Society. Being a branch of Big Banyan TreeJSS Mahavidyapeetha, JSS Public School, BSK branch initiated to spread the
light of knowledge in 1995. We commenced schooling with 160 students and
today we are blessed with 1613 kids. With the blessings of His Holiness
Mahaswamiji, and with due effort from the teacher fraternity we have
multiplied by 10 times.
I am happy to say that we have adopted RTE in a very healthy way and
around 230 children from LKG to IV are enjoying the benefit of free
education. The school will monitor the emergence of students who are wellequipped not only to improve their own lot & that of the society but also to
address, in the best possible manner, the various personal, social and moral
problems which this complex human life has in abundance. At the Secondary
level, to accomplish this goal the emphasis is laid on acquiring in-depth
conceptual knowledge.

The CBSE has been functioning with the sole objective of meeting
the demands of a competitive world and implements necessary
changes from time to time. The CBSE will conduct Class X
examination for 80 marks in each of the subjects covering 100% of
the syllabus. 20% of the weightage in each of the subjects will be
assessed based on continuous assessment during the academic
year.
Children are the true ambassadors of success pertaining to school. I am
proud to say that 110 students of class X secured 100% results in All India
Secondary School Examination conducted by CBSE, Delhi in March 2019. I
am highly delighted to pronounce that 97 buds of class X have upheld our
school flag high in the sky by securing BOCE 80% in the distinction range
and 5 students have secured centum in Maths, Science, Social science and
have received the merit certificates from CBSE, Delhi. This track record is
maintained with the due support from the Management, parents, and
wholehearted efforts of the students and the guiding hands of the
fecilitators.
Olympiad examinations are conducted every year for the students from class
3 to class 10. These examinations at the school level are competitive in
nature and are based on school syllabus. These exams give students an
exposure about competitions at different levels and prepare them to face any
challenge thrown open to them in future. In a nutshell they are a platform
for realistic assessment to prepare a child to face the modern competitive
world.
In Cyber Olympiad our of 33 - 3 students have secured gold and 1 student
has secured silver medal. 231 students took part in Science Olympiad in
which 8 secured goldmedal, 10 obtained silver and 7 obtatined bronze
medals. In Maths Olympiad 144 students took part in which 8 obtained gold,
8 obtained silver and 8 students obtained bronze medals. In English
Olympiad 85 students took part in which 8 obtained gold, 6 obtained silver
medals.
Spelling is important as it aids in reading. Spelling and reading also have a
common factor, proficiency with language. In order to enhance English
vocabulary in students, the school in association with Wiz National Spell Bee
has been conducting spell-bee competitions for students from 1st standard to
7th standard. These competitions have not only improved the students’
vocabulary and grammar but have also boosted their confidence.

The Centre for Human Resource Development conducts a General Knowledge
exam every year for students from class 1 to 10. The meritorious students
are awarded with cash prize and scholarships for their outstanding
performance in these exams. This academic year 17 students were awarded
the scholarships at the National and Centre levels. The prizes were
distributed during the Swamiji Jayanthi Celebrations.
The academic achievement by the students in board exams, year after year,
stand witness to the fact that no efforts are spared and no stones left
unturned at JSS to identify, nurture and nourish the students' potentials. The
teachers constantly upgrade their professional skills through a multitude of
in-house training programmes along with workshops and orientation
programmes organized by the CBSE Board, NCERT, our management,
Sahodaya Schools complex and other educational institution.

Creativity is as important now in education as literacy and we
should treat it with the same status.”

In the 21st century, the pure academic type of education that students are
being introduced to is slowly paving the way to a whole new type of
education with a special focus to incorporate three major genres of education
namely reasoning, psychomotor and emotional learning. To bring out the
intrinsic and histrionic talents of the students and to develop the cultural
dimension of their personality, a rich programme of co-curricular activities games, athletics, art, dance, music, craft, drama - run parallel to the
academic curriculum. Every month, several innovative, creative, mind
throbbing activities are conducted by the Subject Clubs. Some of the
activities include action songs, story narration, picture composition,, brochure
making, pick and speak, advertisement, festival time, tree of life, and many
other activites by English, Kannada, Hindi, Sanskrit, Mathematic, Art and
Craft, Social Science and IT Club. I am happy to say that from class I to
classX we have conducted 82 section wise activities where all the kids have
taken part. 1024 students have secured prizes in these activities. The
members belonging to the petals of SARVAJNA, the students’ BodySatya, Dharma, Neeti and Nyaya actively took part in all the activities with
full vigour and enthusiasm.
The National festivals are celebrated in grandeur in presence of eminent
personalities.

With the acquired knowledge and training, through Co-curricular activities
Sports our students have actively took part in several Inter-School cultural,
sports and literary competitions at district, zonal, state, national and
international levels. With their success, they have made us proud.
Miss. Tanmyee has secured Bronze in the National Level Swimming contest
organized by CBSE, Delhi.
We conducted CBSE initated projects and activities for our kids. To name a
few, World day against Child labour, World Childrens day, Constitution day
where all the students of VIII to X std took part very actively. We have
enrolled our school for swatch School scholarship award .
We have taken up a few community out reach programmes.
In association with Bala Janagraha, an NGO, I change my city- this project
is being taken. Students of class VIII are involved in this programme. The
students take up actual situation and draw the solution for the problem. The
programme aims at “I change my city”- that encourage the chidlren to arrive
at logical solutions to the civic problems that surround them.
In association with Chidlren movement of civic awareness (CMCA)Eco friendly campaigns were taken up by the students of class VIII. These
clubs aim at reinforcing active citizenship amongst teenagers by creating
awareness about safe, healthy environment. In association with Children’s
movement for civic awareness (CMCA) an NGO, we have eco-civic club-JSS
CMCA club . 38 students from class VIII are the members of this club. The
programme aims at creating awareness on waste management,Conserving
energy,Health and hygeine and Plastic free environment
NIE( news paper in Education) and Be- brainy programmes are two
educative programmes adopted where in students from class III to X are
benefitted. Deccan Herald, Hindu, Indian Express are the three print media
involved in the NIE programme.These programme enhance the existing
knowledge amongst the learners as they get the learning linked to real life
situations. Personalities from all walks of life are the resource persons during
NIE classes.
In assoication with Dr. Hiriyanna, scientist, ISRO, Be Brainy programme is
being organised. Children from class I to X are gaining this advantage. The
programme includes resourceful programmes that are activity based

learning, cognitive learning supported with a book that inculcates habit of
reading.

Our school has adopted inclusive set up Education that aims as giving
support to the children who are in need of attention.In association with
Prayatna Special Education centre, Resource cell was set up in 2010 that
aims at counseling parents, teachers and children. The Special educators and
the counselor help the chidlren in their academic performance and to deal
with their emotional, behavioral problems.Regualr assessments and feed
back is given to the parents, teachers and the School authority by
maintaining the case history of the child.
The Parents Involvement in the School Activities and in their ward’s
academics produce- Happy children, fewer absences, completed work, better
grades, a more positive attitude towards the school, improved behaviour and
enhanced communication. They can regularly interact with the teachers to
know about the performance of their wards. I sincerely thank all the parents
for their trust in us and whose encouragement and constructive suggestions
that has given us strength to face the challenges in our Endeavour.
I express my gratitude to His Holiness Jagadguru Sri. Shivarathri Deshikendra
Mahaswamiji for the blessings and personal concern showered on us. I
thank all my superior officers of the Management, all my colleagues, office
staff and my adorable children who are with me in realizing our goal.
121 students of Std X are going to face the challenge in the field of
academics in March 2020 as they are writing AISSE organized by CBSE,
Delhi. I wish all my kids good luck and aspire that they leave a golden line in
the diary of our school with their success. God Bless you all children.
If you are planning for a year, sow seeds
If you are planning for ten years, grow trees
If you are planning for a lifetime, develop humans
Dear parents, Lets march ahead together in progressive positive partnership
in moulding our children in to a complete human being with values.
We believe that learning is at the heart of education. We see
ourselves as a learning organization: learning about learning."
From this learning entity, I wish one all a great, successful and

fruitful year 2020. God bless you all and thank you for your patient
hearing.

Thank you.
Gowri .B. Nataraja
Principal

